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Electric fields from both extremely low‐frequency magnetic fields (ELF‐MF) and alternating
current (AC) stimulations impact human neurophysiology. As the retinal photoreceptors, vestibular
hair cells are graded potential cells and are sensitive to electric fields. Electrophosphene and
magnetophosphene literature suggests different impacts of AC and ELF‐MF on the vestibular hair
cells. Furthermore, while AC modulates the vestibular system more globally, lateral ELF‐MF
stimulations could be more utricular specific. Therefore, to further address the impact of ELF‐MF‐
induced electric fields on the human vestibular system and the potential differences with AC
stimulations, we investigated the effects of both stimulation modalities on the perception of
verticality using a subjective visual vertical (SVV) paradigm. For similar levels of SVV precision,
the ELF‐MF condition required more time to adjust SVV, and SVV variability was higher with
ELF‐MF than with AC vestibular‐specific stimulations. Yet, the differences between AC and
ELF‐MF stimulations were small. Overall, this study highlights small differences between AC and
ELF‐MF vestibular stimulations, underlines a potential utricular contribution, and has implications
for international exposure guidelines and standards. Bioelectromagnetics. 43:355–367, 2022
© 2022 Bioelectromagnetics Society.
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INTRODUCTION

Electric fields (E‐Fields) applied to the human
vestibular systems modulate their hair cell activity
[Zenner et al., 1992; Norris et al., 1998; Gensberger
et al., 2016; Dlugaiczyk et al., 2019].

The most well‐known and reported means for
such vestibular‐specific E‐Fields modulation involves
applying direct (DC) or alternating (AC) electric
currents to the mastoid processes (for review, see
Fitzpatrick and Day [2004]).

Since Michael Faraday's work, we know that
variations in magnetic flux density over time (dB/dt
measured in T/s) also generate E‐Fields and currents
in conductors, such as the human body, via magnetic
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induction. Interestingly, some evidence shows that
induced E‐Fields from time‐varying magnetic fields
(MF) can modulate the vestibular system activity
[Laakso et al., 2013; Van Nierop et al., 2013; Schaap
et al., 2015].

Vestibular hair cells are found in the semi‐
circular canals as well as in the otoliths (composed of
the saccules and the utricles), respectively sensing
small linear and angular head accelerations. Their
high responsiveness resides in the fact that they are
graded potential cells [Juusola et al., 1996a]. Compel-
lingly, graded potential cells are also found within the
retinal photoreceptors which, as the vestibular hair
cells, are also easily triggered by small E‐Fields
[Attwell, 2003]. Indeed, the retinal graded potential
cells detect small in situ E‐Field variations and
transduce this information into a visual phenomenon
called phosphenes [Attwell, 2003]. Phosphenes are
defined as the perception of flickering lights in the
peripheral visual field. They can be produced by both
AC (Electrophosphenes) and time‐varying MF (Mag-
netophosphenes) [Lövsund et al., 1979].

To date, international recommendations and
standards regarding the general public and workers'
exposure to the so‐called extremely low‐frequency
magnetic fields (ELF‐MF; <300 Hz) are based on
magnetophosphene perception [IEEE, 2002; IC-
NIRP, 2010], as it is the most reliable systematic
neurophysiological response documented to date. Yet,
given the vestibular hair cells' high sensitivity to very
small currents, they could represent another likely
target of the ELF‐MF‐induced E‐Fields. If so, this
could also be critical from a public health perspective.

Previous work from our group [Bouisset
et al., 2020a,b] suggested that both application and
orientation of ELF‐MF might preferentially target the
vestibular otolithic subsystems. Particularly, a monaural
lateral ELF‐MF stimulation at the mastoid level would
preferentially expose the utricle [Bouisset et al., 2020a].
Although the physiological frequency range for the
vestibular hair cells peaks at 30Hz during strenuous
efforts [Carriot et al., 2014], these cells can still
pick up information with frequencies above 2000Hz
[Curthoys, 2017]. Furthermore, the weighting of otolithic
input is more likely to increase as stimulation frequencies
rise [Carriot et al., 2015]. Therefore, at powerline
frequencies (50/60Hz), otolithic information is more
likely to be much more predominantly integrated than
canalithic inputs. Moreover, a specific utricle assessment,
known as ocular vestibular‐evoked myogenic potentials
(oVEMPS) [Curthoys, 2010; Curthoys et al., 2018],
shows that when subjected to head vibrations, utricles are
best tuned at 100Hz as eye muscle responses progres-
sively decrease above and under this frequency [Todd

et al., 2008, 2009; Zhang et al., 2012]. Remarkably, head
vibration perception emerges when the vestibular systems
are stimulated by AC currents above 5Hz [Stephan
et al., 2005]. However, above such frequency the
vestibular system integrates an AC signal as a head
vibration. Furthermore, when electrical vestibular stimula-
tions are applied, the frequency response of vestibular
reflexes are similar to the response obtained with
mechanical stimuli [Fitzpatrick et al., 1996; Pavlik
et al., 1999; Dakin et al., 2007; Forbes et al., 2013].
Interestingly, oVEMPS are still high at 50Hz [Todd
et al., 2008], indicating that E‐Fields at powerline
frequency could modulate otolithic function.

As shown in orbital flight research, the otoliths
sense the linear‐pull of gravity and, therefore, greatly
contribute to the assessment of verticality [Oman, 2007].
One of the most used spatial orientation tasks is
the subjective visual vertical (SVV). The SVV is the
measure of the angle between the perceived vertical
and the “true” (gravitational) vertical [Akin and Mur-
nane, 2009]. The SVV is multimodal, relying on visual,
proprioceptive, and cortical afferences, but it is known as
primarily linked to the vestibular function [Fried-
mann, 1970; Dalmaijer, 2018]. In fact, the capability of
perceiving verticality has been more specifically related to
the vestibular otolithic function [Kumagami et al., 2009]
and utricular activation, in particular, when the head is
held upright [Jaeger et al., 2008].

The SVV is very sensitive to a variety of
vestibular stimulations including DC [Zinc et al., 1997;
Zink et al., 1998; Mars et al., 2001; Volkening
et al., 2014]. The literature showing SVV modulations
with transcranial electric stimulation applied at the
mastoid processes is particularly interesting when
studying ELF‐MF upon the vestibular system because
it suggests that induced E‐Fields targeting the
vestibular organs might indeed generate changes on
a vestibular task.

For DC, the effect is well‐documented as a
misperception of SVV towards the anodal electrode
[Zinc et al., 1997; Zink et al., 1998; Mars et al., 2001;
Volkening et al., 2014]. A metanalysis of Zink and
colleagues [1998] presented the relationship between
SVV and ocular rotation [Dalmaijer, 2018]. It showed
that while SVV misperception increases linearly with
the stimulation current, the ocular torsion, on the other
hand, increases following a negative exponential
curve [Dalmaijer, 2018]. From the model provided
in Dalmaijer's work, we can assess that with a 2 mA
DC stimulation, about 70% of SVV measurement can
be interpreted as originating from ocular torsion. It is
therefore likely that an alternating ocular rotation, due
to the changing polarity of the time‐varying E‐Fields,
would modulate SVV results.
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Electrophosphenes and magnetophosphene dif-
ferences have been acknowledged for decades [Löv-
sund et al., 1980b]. Indeed, the head's anatomical
structures such as bone, cerebrospinal fluid, and skin
could dampen the E‐Fields generated by AC [Srini-
vasan et al., 1998; Laakso and Hirata, 2013]. How-
ever, such a mechanism is not expected with ELF‐MF
given that they penetrate all structures without
impediment. For the same reasons, the vestibular
hair cells could be impacted differently whether they
are stimulated with electric currents through the skull
or with the non‐hindered ELF‐MF. Furthermore,
electrical vestibular stimulations globally impact the
entire system [Fitzpatrick and Day, 2004; Day
et al., 2011; Kwan et al., 2019], whereas a monaural
lateral ELF‐MF could be more utricular specific
[Bouisset et al., 2020a]. Therefore, given the similar
neurophysiological properties between the hair cells
and the photoreptors with regard to phosphene, we
hypothesize that the SVV perception outcomes differ
between AC and MF stimulations. We suggest that
compared to the former, lateral monaural ELF‐MF
stimulations will more specifically affect the utricular
system. Thus, we focused on the perception of
verticality as a biomarker of the utricular performance
and we compared the effects of both AC and ELF‐MF
vestibular stimulations, expecting to find greater
modulation of verticality perception with the latter.

Methods

Participants

Thirty‐three healthy participants (10 males,
24.6± 4 years) took part in the experiment. We
excluded participants with any self‐reported history

of vestibular‐related pathology, chronic illnesses,
neurological diseases affecting normal body move-
ments, and prone to seizures. We also ruled out people
self‐reporting permanent metal devices above the neck
or using recreational drugs. Moreover, because the
SVV is a vestibular‐specific test largely used to assess
utricular function [Dieterich and Brandt, 1993, 2019;
Böhmer and Rickenmann, 1995; Vibert et al., 1999;
Min et al., 2007], all participants with SVV angle
superior to ±2.5° were also excluded from the final
analysis. Such a process was done to make sure we did
not bias the final results. Indeed, healthy participants
can align the perceived vertical within ±2° of the true
gravitational vertical [Volkening et al., 2014]. Finally,
we asked our participants to abstain from alcohol,
nicotine, and caffeine intake for 24 h before the
experiment to avoid any bias in the results [Antal
et al., 2017]. This protocol was approved by Western
University's Ethics Board for Health Science Research
Involving Human Subjects (protocol #109161).

Stimulations. ELF‐MF exposure was conveyed using
a single‐coil centered at the level of the left mastoid
process (Fig. 1). We delivered ELF‐MF exposures via
a custom exposure system consisting of a 176‐turn
coil (11 turns of 16 layers over a length of 6.2 cm,
6 cm inner diameter, and 22 cm outer diameter) made
of 5 mm wide hollow square copper wire. To dissipate
the heat generated by the strong current flowing
through the coils, a water‐cooling system was
integrated to the coil. Approximately 1800 W of
excess heat was removed by letting cold (≈ _10 °C)
tap water circulate through the hollow copper tubing
at a 0.8 L/min flow rate. Also, to favor participants'
blinding to the different conditions, we minimized coil
vibrations and sound production during the exposures

Fig. 1. Experimental stimulations. All three panels show both the MF custom coil system
centered over the mastoid process and the binaural electrode montage (green circles)
delivering the DC and AC currents. The left panel shows a view from behind, the middle
panel shows a view from the left side, and the right panel a view from above.
AC= alternating current; DC= direct current; MF=magnetic fields.
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by impregnating the copper tubing with thermal
epoxy as it was wound (i.e. wet winding technique).
The coil was powered by an MTS magnetic resonance
imaging (MRI) gradient amplifier array capable
of delivering up to 200 Arms at ±345 V (MTS
Automation, Horsham, PA). The amplifier was
driven by a command from a customized LabVIEW
(2014 version 14.0.1 (32 bit), National Instrument,
Austin, TX) script and a 16‐bit National Instruments
A/D Card (National Instrument).

We produced DC and AC with a transcranial
current stimulation device (StarStim; Neuroelectrics,
Barcelona, Spain), and the NIC software (Neuro-
electrics Instrument Controller, version 1.4.1
Rev.2014‐12‐01, Barcelona, Spain) was used to drive
the StarStim device via Bluetooth. In both electrical
stimulations, a binaural bipolar montage (Anode‐Left,
Cathode‐Right for DC) delivered electric stimulations
at the mastoid processes (Fig. 1). The DC stimulation
was used as a positive control condition. A positive
control is defined herein as a condition in which
specific known effects are expected [Johnson and
Besselsen, 2002]. Indeed, based on the scientific
literature, DC is known to, on average, bias SVV
towards the anodal side of the stimulation [Mars
et al., 2005; Volkening et al., 2014].

Following a double‐blind within‐subject re-
peated measure plan (Fig. 2), participants were
exposed to (i) control trials (CTRL) with no stimula-
tion, (ii) DC at 2 mA used as a positive control, (iii)
AC stimulations (sinusoidal, peak ±2 mA) given at
four frequencies (20, 60, 120, and 160 Hz), and (iv)
alternating sinusoidal ELF‐MF stimulations at the
same frequencies.

As described by the following equation derived
from Maxwell's third law:

π= =E
r dB

dt
rfB,

2

E represents the induced E‐Fields, r the radius of
the Faraday's loop encompassing a homogeneous
alternating MF of flux density B, and frequency f.
Thus, the intensity of the stimulation is linearly
proportional to the frequency of stimulation. To
compare similar intensity AC stimulations to ELF‐
MF stimulations, we decreased the flux density
proportionally to the stimulation frequency to keep a
constant dB/dt level (chosen to be 12.3 T s−1) across
frequencies. Table 1 summarizes the intensity levels
reached at 3 cm from the casing of the coil where the
vestibular system should be located [Yu et al., 2015].

For both ELF‐MF and AC stimulations, we
chose the frequencies following the subsequent
rationale. As stated in the introduction, otoliths are
best‐tuned at 100 Hz, and responses progressively
decline under and above this value [Todd
et al., 2008, 2009; Zhang et al., 2012]. Therefore,
we opted to investigate two frequencies above and two
frequencies below 100 Hz. The main goal of this study
is to study responses at 60 Hz (i.e. the powerline
frequency in North America). Also, we chose 20Hz
since AC stimulations up to such frequency generate
ocular torsions [Mackenzie and Reynolds, 2018].
Finally, we kept both 120 and 160 Hz since otolithic
responses drop dramatically at 200 Hz [Todd
et al., 2008].

Procedure. This experiment consisted of a single
session lasting about 1.5 h. After giving written
informed consent, we equipped the participants with
the electric stimulation device. We saturated the
circular 25 cm2 Ag/AgCl electrodes (StarStim,

Fig. 2. Schematic representation of the protocol for one participant. Each session is made
of 20 blocks. Each 30‐s block represents one experimental condition: CTRL, DC, AC, or
MF. Each AC and MF experimental condition was given at four different frequencies: 20,
60, 120, and 160 Hz. During each 30‐s block, two consecutive SVV trials were executed.
Block order is semi‐randomized, as a minimum of six randomized blocks are set between
two MF blocks at 20 Hz. A 1‐min rest period is given between each experimental
block. AC= alternating current; CTRL= control trials; DC= direct current; MF=magnetic
fields.
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Neuroelectrics, Spain) with 8 ml of saline solution to
provide proper conduction between the electrodes and
the skin. We then secured the electrodes using the
StarStim exposure cap and tape. To ensure appropriate
stimulations, we maintained electrode impedances
strictly below 10 kΩ throughout the experiment
following the manufacturer's recommendations.
Before starting the testing, we exposed the
participants to 5‐s DC (2 mA) and AC (peak ±2mA
at 20 Hz) exposures while standing feet together, arms
by their side, and eyes closed. This was done (i) to
make sure that DC made participants sway towards
the anodal side (for review see [Fitzpatrick and
Day, 2004] and to ensure that the electrical
stimulations were effective and (ii) as familiarization
samples.

We asked the participants to sit on a sturdy stool,
with their head upright, during the time of the
experiment that occurred during a single session. To
avoid any head movements adding noise to the results,
we controlled for head position by constraining it
against the coil support during all experimental trials.
To avoid any environmental visual bias, we asked the
participants to look through an open cone to a monitor
displaying a dotted white line over a black back-
ground. The line was always oriented towards the left
with a random starting angle bounded between −25
and −20°. All starting SVV angles were randomized
between both trials and conditions throughout the
experiment. Participants' eyes were 43 cm away from
the screen displaying a 15‐cm long dotted line,
representing a visual angle of 23°. We asked the
participants to use the wheel of a mouse to control the
angle of this white line and align it with what they
perceived to be the gravitational vertical. We
instructed the participants to press the left button of
the mouse to validate the measurement and record the
final angle of the line when they reached the final
alignment. They performed two consecutive measure-
ments during one 30‐s stimulation and repeated each
stimulation twice for a total of 20 stimulations
(Fig. 2). One‐min rest periods were given between
trials to avoid participant fatigue, dissipate the
stimulation effects in between blocks, and prevent

any carryover effects [Bresciani et al., 2002] (Fig. 2).
A second investigator, blinded to the type of
stimulation, was present at all times to position the
participants correctly at the beginning of each trial and
to make sure they maintained the proper positioning
throughout the trials. To conceal the remaining faint
noise generated by the coil, subjects wore earplugs
throughout the experiment. We presented all condi-
tions in a pseudo‐randomized order, where higher flux
density conditions (i.e. 20Hz) were distributed with a
minimum of six trials from each other to allow for the
proper cooling time of the coil (Fig. 2). We fully
randomized all other stimulations.

Data collection and analysis. We collected the
final angle of the line after adjustment (SVV),
the initial angle of the line before the adjustment,
and the adjustment time from the moment the line
appeared on the screen to the button‐click marking the
final adjustment with a custom HTML/javascript
program.

To account for the interindividual variability of
SVV measurements and the known bias of the initial
left angle of presentation [Pagarkar et al., 2013], we
averaged the four measurements for each condition
and subtracted the averaged SVV of each experi-
mental condition from the CTRL averaged SVV.
Thus, we obtained a difference to the CTRL value of
the SVV angle that we will describe in the rest of this
work as dSVVmean. We calculated the same
difference for the standard deviations of the SVV
over the four repetitions (dSVVstd). This dSVVstd
represents how variable an adjustment was compared
to the CTRL condition.

Finally, the vestibular system is implicated in
spatial cognitive processes [Hitier et al., 2014]. Thus,
time adjustment modulations could reflect potential
cortical variations. Therefore, knowing that the initial
angle was randomly generated between −25 and
−20°, to compare the adjustment time for every
condition and every participant, we computed an
adjustment velocity as the angular distance between
the initial angle and the final angle over the
adjustment time. This variable was also averaged
and presented as a difference to CTRL and
called dVel.

The data analysis was performed with python
(v.3.7.6; Python Software Foundation, Beaverton,
OR) and R (v.3.6.0; Free Software Foundation,
Boston, MA). A level of significance of α= 0.05
was adopted throughout data analysis. dSVV variables
were computed by subtracting the averaged SVV from
the CTRL averaged SVV. Therefore, the dSVV for
CTRL is equal to zero (dSVV CTRL=CTRL minus

TABLE. 1. Alternating Magnetic Field Intensity (in rms)
Expressed in mT and T.s−1 at 3 cm from the Casing of the Coil
for the Four Frequency Conditions

Intensity 20 Hz 60 Hz 120 Hz 160 Hz

dB/dt (T.s‒1) 12.3 12.3 12.3 12.3
Flux density B (mT) 98.0 32.8 16.4 12.3

Note: We intentionally decreased the level of flux density to keep
a stable dB/dt across frequency conditions.
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CTRL) (Fig. 3). Since the theoretical true vertical
would correspond to a normal Gaussian distribution
centered on zero, we implemented this distribution to
the TRUE vertical condition. As a consequence, the
effect of DC stimulations can be tested as DC versus
CTRL (TRUE) (Fig. 3). Because averaged vestibular
outcomes are always found biased toward the anodal
side, a one‐tailed one‐sample t‐test was conducted,
with the expectation that dSVVmean for the DC
condition would be below 0 (mean bias towards the
anode expected).

We compared two stimulation types (AC and
MF) and 4 stimulation frequencies (20, 60, 120, and
160 Hz) with two‐way repeated measure analysis of
variances (ANOVAs) on dSVVmean, dSVVstd, and
dVel. We presented the generalized eta squared (ηG

2 )
as a measure of the effect size as it is recommended
for repeated measure ANOVAs [Bakeman, 2005].

Results

The analysis of SVV angles showed that three
participants demonstrated SVV angle >2.5° in the

CTRL conditions. This suggests that these three
participants could have undiagnosed vestibular dys-
functions. Thus, to avoid any result bias, we decided
to classify these three participants as outliers and to
remove them from the statistical analysis.

For positive control purposes, the results first
consisted of comparing the effect of the DC stimula-
tion on the perception of verticality (Fig. 3). By
comparing the dSVV in the DC versus CTRL (TRUE)
conditions, we tested if the DC condition was
significantly lower than a condition with no stimula-
tion. As expected [Mars et al., 2001; Volkening
et al., 2014], the t‐test showed that dSVV for the DC
condition was on average significantly lower than 0
(t29=−2.0104, P= 0.027, R2= 12%), which de-
scribes a mean misperception towards the anodal
stimulation on the left side (Fig. 3). The mean dSVV
for DC was −0.32± 0.8°.

Figure 4 presents the dSVVmean, dSVVstd, and dVel
results for both AC and MF stimulations. Two‐way
ANOVAs (two stimulation modalities× four frequen-
cies) for repeated measures indicated no significant
main effects of frequency conditions for dSVVmean
(F3,87= 1.97, P= 0.12), dSVVstd (F3,87= 0.31,
P= 0.82), and dVel (F3,87= 1.70, P= 0.18).

Similarly, no significant stimulation main effect
was found for dSVVmean (F1,29= 0.6, P= 0.45).
However, dSVVstd (F1,29= 7.86, P= 0.009,
ηG

2 = 2%) showed that while the variability of SVV
is lower than CTRL for AC exposure, it is however
greater than CTRL in the instance of MF stimulation
(Fig. 4). Similarly, dVel (F1,29= 9.04, P= 0.005,
ηG

2 = 2%) showed that velocities to adjust the SVV
measurement were greater in AC conditions than in
the MF conditions (Fig. 4). Finally, no interaction
effects were found for dSVVmean (F3,87= 1.87,
P= 0.14), dSVVstd: (F3,87= 0.76, P= 0. 52), or for
dVel: (F 3,87= 0.27, P= 0.84).

Discussion

The current international standards and guide-
lines consider the impact of ELF‐MF on neural
networks through the paradigm of phosphene percep-
tion [ICNIRP, 2010; IEEE, 2019]. The current
hypothesis regarding phosphenes is that they result
from membrane potential modulations of graded
potential retinal cells, impacting in cascade the
continuous release of neurotransmitters through their
ribbon synapses [Attwell, 2003]. Yet, the International
Commission on Non‐Ionizing Radiation Protection
(ICNIRP) acknowledges uncertainties regarding how
electrostimulation affects human neurophysiology in
the ELF‐MF frequency range [ICNIRP, 2020]. This

Fig. 3. Boxplot representation of dSVVmean between CTRL
(left) and DC (right). dSVV CTRL is equal to CTRL minus
CTRL (i.e. =0). DC is significantly lower than 0 (t29= −2.0104,
P= 0.027, R2= 12%), which shows a mean misperception
towards the anodal stimulation. AC= alternating current;
CTRL= control trials; DC= direct current.
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work was intended to shed light on some knowledge
gap, by investigating other graded potential cells
located in the vestibular system.

Considering previous work from our group
[Bouisset et al., 2002a,b], we argued that ELF‐MF
stimulations applied laterally would more specifically
trigger the vestibular hair cells within the utricular
subsystem. Hence, the first aim here was to study the
potential acute effect of vestibular exposure to a
power‐frequency MF by investigating the SVV in
which the utricle plays a significant role [Jaeger
et al., 2008]. Furthermore, given potential differences
between AC and MF, the second aim of this work was
to compare the results from both stimulations.

We hypothesized more important modulations in
SVV outcomes with MF than with AC given that (i) the
intensity related to AC is potentially dampened by
the head's anatomical structures but not with MF and
(ii) the ELF‐MF stimulations would more preferentially
affect the utricular system then AC. Finally, given that
the utricles are best‐tuned at 100Hz and eye muscle
responses progressively decrease above and under such
frequency [Todd et al., 2008, 2009; Zhang et al., 2012],
we also expected a frequency effect with our stimulations.

It is well known that, on average, DC impacts
the SVV towards the anodal side of the stimulation
[Mars et al., 2001; Volkening et al., 2014]. This was
also the case in our study given that our mean SVV
with DC was found at −0.32± 0.8°. Also, given that
both the SVV dotted line appearance and the anodal
side were oriented towards the left, DC shortened the
time to set the SVV score.

Considering previously reported results, with the
intensity used in this work, our DC result was likely

due to ocular torsion [Zinc et al., 1997; Watson
et al., 1998b; Zink et al., 1998; Schneider et al., 2000;
Severac Cauquil et al., 2003; Dalmaijer, 2018]. Thus,
this validated DC as a positive control.

With AC, the current's polarity switches with
frequency, and torsional eye movements should
therefore be modulated accordingly. The same rational
applies to our ELF‐MF stimulations given their
sinusoidal nature. Therefore, we didn't expect a tonic
response with a stable ocular torsion generating a
constant SVV error towards the same side, but rather
an increased variability in the SVV results.

Even though no effect was found on dSVVmean,
results show that ELF‐MF performance was more
variable compared to performance under AC, and it
took more time for the participants to achieve
verticality adjustments with the former than with the
latter. This means that to get equivalent results, the
adjustment performance was less optimal with ELF‐
MF than with AC.

Depending on the frequency, the information
coming from both vestibular subsystems does not
seem to be equally integrated within the vestibular
nuclei. Indeed, Carriot et al. [2015] showed that as
stimulation frequencies increases, more otolithic inputs
than canalithic inputs are integrated. Given that our
frequency range started at 20 Hz, which is often
considered as the upper physiological frequency limit
for the vestibular system [Cullen, 2019], the otolithic
information was likely more integrated than canalithic.

Theoretically, ELF‐MF [Pall, 2013] and AC
[Gensberger et al., 2016] sensory‐mediated responses
are reported to be more specifically produced through
L‐type voltage‐gated calcium channel (L‐VGCC)

Fig. 4. Boxplot representation of dSVVmean (left panel), dSVVstd (middle panel), and dVel
(right panel) distributions comparing AC and MF stimulations. Individual measurements are
presented as swarm plot over each boxplot. dSVVstd (F1,29= 7.86, P= 0.009, ηG

2 = 2%)
and dVel (F1,29= 9.04, P= 0.005, ηG

2 = 2%) yielded significant differences between AC and
MF. AC= alternating current; MF=magnetic fields.
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modulation. Compellingly as for the retina [Att-
well, 2003], L‐VGCCs are also found at the vestibular
hair cell level [Juusola et al., 1996b; Rodríguez‐
Contreras and Yamoah, 2003; Eatock and
Songer, 2011]. Therefore, as for the retina, the
vestibular hair cells represent an ideal target for
electrostimulation resulting from both electromagnetic
induction and electric stimulations. Thus, given that
equivalent L‐VGCC modulation affecting the proces-
sing of information from graded potential cells could
be the core explanatory mechanism for both AC and
ELF‐MF stimulation, we need to reflect on whether
the E‐Field intensity was indeed higher in ELF‐MF
than with AC at the utricular hair cell level.

The electrical AC stimulations applied in this
study used a classical binaural bipolar montage.
Thomas et al. [2020] showed that such a montage
with a 1 mA stimulation intensity generates a max-
imum of 0.08 V/m at the vestibular system. However,
such maximum E‐Field value is generated at the
canalithic level, whereas due to the more resistive
otolithic structures, less signal is spawned at the
otolithic subsystem [Thomas et al., 2020]. Based on
Thomas et al.'s [2020] results, our 2 mA AC
stimulations would have produced a maximum of
0.04 V/m peak at the otoliths.

The ELF‐MF stimulations used here were scaled
to target a constant 12.3 T.s‒1rms. dB/dt value (Fig. 5).
As in previous work from our group [Bouisset
et al., 2020a,b], the in situ E‐Fields at the vestibular
level were estimated using the equation described in
the methods. Considering a radius of 6 mm encom-
passing the entire vestibular system [Chacko
et al., 2018], the utricular E‐Fields values can be
estimated at 0.053 V/m peak [Bouisset et al., 2020a].

Since E‐Field values as low as 0.008 V/m are
reported to be sufficient to start triggering ocular
torsions [Severac Cauquil et al., 2003], it confirms that
both our AC and MF stimulations were sufficiently
strong to trigger vestibular‐related rotational eye
responses. Interestingly, the estimated E‐Field level
for ELF‐MF was a little higher than the AC values at
the utricle level (0.053 V/m peak vs. 0.04 V/m peak)
and could serve as a reason for the discrepancies
found in our results.

However, only the E‐Fields colinear to the
neuronal cell body have a maximum neurophysiolo-
gical impact [Radman et al., 2009]. Therefore,
depending on the orientation of the E‐Fields relative
to the hair cells, only a fraction of the absolute
induced E‐Field values could have modulated them.
Thus, the maximum peak values cannot by themselves

Fig. 5. Magnetic flux density distribution around the exposure device for a 20‐Hz
stimulation. On the left panel, the black lines show the outer boundaries casing, and the
grey lines show the outer boundaries of the solenoid. The vestibular system (represented
as the two yellow structures into the skull) lies approximately 3 cm from the casing of the
coil. The right panel shows the dB/dt values along the Mediolateral axis at the vestibular
level. The dashed line represents the position of the coil casing (black) and the vestibular
system (red) along the mediolateral axis.
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explain our results and we need information relative
to the E‐Fields' orientation for both stimulation
modalities.

Electric stimulation modalities are applied to the
skin at the skull level [Utz et al., 2010]. Given volume
conduction as well as the anisotropic and non‐
homogeneous properties of the head's anatomical
structures [Nunez and Srinivasan, 2006], the currents
diffuse following the path of least resistance [Laakso
and Hirata, 2013]. Depending on how the local
electric vector fields align with the utricular hair
cells, the relevant E‐Field strength could have been
much lower than the 0.04 V/m peak reported above.
On the contrary, the ELF‐MF goes through the
anatomical structures without any hindrance, and
the induced E‐Fields are always orthogonal to the
magnetic fields, constraining the currents in specific
directions. In that regard, we have previously argued
that lateral MF stimulations relative to the vestibular
system induce E‐Fields aligned with the utricular hair
cells [Bouisset et al., 2020a]. Therefore, with MF, the
utricle could have received all or close to 0.053 V/m
peak E‐Fields' strength.

Furthermore, the vestibular montages used
between the two stimulation modalities (AC and
MF) differed and should also be considered. A
binaural bipolar montage was used with AC. This
implies that the vestibular systems on both sides of the
head are modulated in antiphase, meaning that while
one system is excited, the other is inhibited. This
induces a greater firing rate difference between the
two systems that the brain interprets as a greater
acceleration of the head in one direction. On the
contrary, a left monaural lateral stimulation was used
with the ELF‐MF stimulations. Therefore, in this case,
the firing rate in the right ear remained constant
throughout the trials. For a given stimulation intensity,
the binaural montages usually induce larger vestibular
outcomes. Hence, the SVV results being more
variable with ELF‐MF would mean that the monaural
lateral MF stimulation, in this case, induced a greater
difference between the two vestibular systems than the
binaural bipolar montage used with AC. This could
only be the case if the E‐Field strength at the utricular
level was much higher with ELF‐MF than with AC
since higher stimulation intensity inflates vestibular
outcome modulations [Aw et al., 2006].

Therefore, stronger and more utricular‐specific
ELF‐MF stimulations could explain the dSVVstd
difference with the AC stimulation modalities. How-
ever, caution is still needed. Indeed, if ELF‐MF more
specifically targeted the utricles with higher E‐Field
levels, greater effect size would have been expected,
which is only in the order of 2% of the total variance

here. Furthermore, since the utricular‐specific Ovemp
responses are frequency‐dependent [Todd et al.,
2008, 2009; Zhang et al., 2012], an effect resulting
from a more important utricular modulation with ELF‐
MF should also lead to a frequency impact, which was
not seen.

According to Dalmaijer [2018], with E‐Field
levels tested in the current study, modulation of SVV
perception should mostly result from eye torsion.
However, torsional eye movement amplitudes de-
crease as stimulation frequencies increase (less than
0.2° at 20 Hz) [Mackenzie and Reynolds, 2018].
Therefore, a 20‐Hz stimulation may result in too small
ocular torsions to be able to fully modulate SVV.
Moreover, it is also suggested that with E‐Fields,
torsional eye movements are mostly related to
canalithic activity [Reynolds and Osler, 2012; Mack-
enzie and Reynolds, 2018; Thomas et al., 2020], and
higher frequencies such as 20 Hz are known to
promote otolithic instead of canalithic activation
[Carriot et al., 2015]. All these aspects are justifying
the possible contribution of alternative explanations
supporting our results.

The heat generated by the coil was dissipated by
water cooling (the coil was made of hollow copper
wire allowing cooled water circulation), which pre-
vented heat production. Nonetheless, assuming that
increased heat could have been produced, the
vestibular apparatus could have been stimulated
through the so‐called caloric phenomenon [Shepard
and Jacobson, 2016]. However, the caloric test is very
well known to trigger only the horizontal canal
[Shepard and Jacobson, 2016]. Thus, such phenom-
enon is very unlikely to alter SVV perception given
that (i) the SVV outcomes are more related to otolithic
activity [Jaeger et al., 2008; Kumagami et al., 2009]
and (ii) the classical caloric test does not modulate
SVV perception in healthy participants [Funabashi
et al., 2015]. Therefore, we are confident that our
results cannot be linked to any potential caloric effect.

We also made sure to minimize coil vibrations
and sound production during the exposures as both are
known to trigger otolithic function [Curthoys
et al., 2018]. For sound to induce an otolithic
response, the levels needed are usually found about
70 dB above the auditory brainstem response
threshold [Curthoys et al., 2018]. Using two distinct
sound level meters (RadioShack, Model 33‐2055,
Lake City, FL and the Sound meter android app,
version 3.6.9), we made measurements of the sound
level experienced by the volunteers (average of eight
successive measurements= 62 dB) which is below the
70 dB level needed for the above‐mentioned effect. In
addition, the participants wore earplugs throughout the
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entire experiment, ensuring that no confounding effect
occurred. Since participants' heads were constrained
against the coil, vibrations induced by the ELF‐MF
coil device may have triggered the vestibular hair cell,
which potentially explains the difference between the
two stimulation modalities. However, this is again
unlikely as otolithic responses are frequency‐specific
[Todd et al., 2008, 2009; Zhang et al., 2012]. Indeed,
the vestibular afferents are phase‐locked with stimula-
tions using frequencies much higher than 1000 Hz
[Curthoys et al., 2018]. However, since no main
frequency effect was found in our study, no vibration
effects are expressed here.

Also, given both types of stimulations, phos-
phenes' perception could be acknowledged as a
possible confounding factor. However, we reckon it
is somewhat unlikely. First, the participants were
totally naïve concerning phosphene perception and
they were not trained to recognize them. In addition, it
is very unlikely that participants consciously per-
ceived or paid attention to phosphenes since their
attention was fully focused on the SVV line. Second,
phosphene perception threshold varies according
to frequency [Lövsund et al., 1980b; Lövsund
et al., 1980a; Evans et al., 2019]. In our study,
phosphene perception would have been greater at
20 Hz but was certainly nonexistent at both 120 and
160 Hz [Evans et al., 2019]. Therefore, if phosphenes
had been a confounding factor, we would have
expected a main frequency effect. Yet, this was not
the case in our study. Therefore, altogether, our results
cannot be explained either by sound, vibration, or by
visual perceptions, even at subconscious or subliminal
levels.

The modulation of cortical regions activated by
the ELF‐MF signal cannot be excluded. Indeed, the
position of the coil system is compatible with a
potential direct effect on the temporoparietal cortices
(Fig. 1). According to the model we made of our MF
stimulation at 20 Hz (Fig. 5), at these cortical regions,
the dB/dt levels are estimated at 20 T.s‒1rms or higher
(Fig. 5, right panel), which could have modulated
brain activation [Legros et al., 2015].

Interestingly, these cortical areas are implicated
in spatial cognition, including the perception of spatial
orientation [Hitier et al., 2014]. Otero‐Millan et al.,
[2018] found SVV perception alterations with tran-
scranial magnetic stimulations, showing SVV bias
shift uncorrelated with torsional eye movements.
Moreover, patients with temporoparietal lesions also
present SVV biases [Brandt et al., 1994]. Therefore,
the ELF‐MF stimulations could have impacted the
higher levels of multisensory processing of vestibular,
somatosensory, and visual information within those

brain areas [Angelaki and Cullen, 2008; Cullen, 2019],
leading to modulations of SVV outcomes.

Furthermore, temporoparietal brain areas are
also involved in subjective mental time perception
[Arzy et al., 2009], especially during tasks implicating
the vestibular system [Kaski et al., 2016].

These specific cortical regions also form the core
of a complex sensory‐motor network involved in
motor control. Indeed, these temporoparietal brain
areas interact with the motor and premotor cortices
[Lopez and Blanke, 2011]. Moreover, such networks
help with time and rhythm perception processing
[Todd and Lee, 2015]. Therefore, the motor timing
could have been impacted by the stimulation here.
This is consistent with the longer SVV adjustment
time we found with MF than with AC. The fact that
the MF‐induced E‐Fields were not aligned with the
cortical neuronal structures limits the potential impact
on the temporoparietal cortices, which may explain
the small effect sizes accounting only for 2% of the
total variance for both dSVVstd and dVel.

In summary, although the differences were
small, the SVV performance was less optimal with
MF than with AC. This result could be due to a greater
utricular activation with ELF‐MF than with AC.
However, given the lack of frequency effect expected
for such stimulations, the position of our MF
stimulation coil, and considering the dB/dt values
generated at these sites, we cannot exclude tempor-
oparietal cortices modulations with ELF‐MF.

Further ELF‐MF investigations should focus on
vestibular biomarkers more specifically sensitive to
E‐Fields, like otolithic‐specific assessments such as
ocular [Cheng et al., 2009; Rosengren et al., 2009;
Rosengren et al., 2010] and cervical [Watson and
Colebatch, 1998; Watson et al., 1998a; Murofushi
et al., 2003] vestibular evoked myogenic potentials.
Lower stimulation frequencies should also be con-
sidered and the implementation of new eye‐tracking
techniques [Otero‐Millan et al., 2015; Mackenzie and
Reynolds, 2018] could help confirm and offer a better
understanding of the possible eye impact reported
here. Finally, targeting the temporoparietal cortices
with ELF‐MF stimulations would also help dissociate
and disentangle the origins of the effects found herein.

Conclusion

Our results shed light on small differential
effects between similar noninvasive AC and MF
vestibular stimulations applied at the mastoid process.
Variations in E‐Fields' orientation in space relative to
neuronal anatomical structures modulate the E‐Fields'
strength and thus the impact on such structures. These
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bricks of new knowledge are of paramount importance
to expand the scientific bases at the foundation of
international guidelines and standards, to broaden the
protection of workers and the public alike.
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